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SMG White Paper: Best practices in survey design, Part I

This white paper is the first in a series on survey design best practices. It presents SMG’s 

research findings and thought leadership on the best practice usage of a five-point, ordinal 

rating scale. Setting your scale for success serves as a foundation for designing surveys 

that excel at respondent data collection.
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The five-point ordinal rating scale

SMG’s customer experience surveys use a five-point, 

ordinal rating scale. The ordinal rating scale is easy  

to use and interpret, as it provides us with two pieces  

of information:

1. Magnitude — How different respondent ratings  

are from one another

2. Direction — Whether one respondent rating  

is more positive or negative than another

This scale also lets each question be independent.  

For example, rather than asking a respondent to rank 

various aspects of an experience relative to one another, 

this scale allows the respondent to provide an  

independent rating for each aspect of the experience  

(Fink, 2013; Dilliman et. al, 2014; 

Gravetter & Wallnau, 2014). 

This is particularly useful in customer 

experience surveys, because it allows 

researchers to ask respondents about 

individual attributes of the experience 

(e.g., quality of food or merchandise, 

employee friendliness) and use the 

resulting data to conduct multiple 

regression analysis. This analysis is 

critical in determining the strength of  

the relationship between these individual 

attributes and Overall Satisfaction and 

the relative importance of each in  

driving satisfaction and loyalty.

What about ranking scales?

When questions employ a ranking scale, 

respondents are asked to order the 

responses from “most” to “least.” This 

can be a challenge for respondents, as 

we find they typically don’t hold strong 

views beyond one or two items. In 

addition, respondents may choose to assign equal ranks 

to response categories, which makes analysis difficult 

(Andres, 2012; Krosnick, 1991, 2010).

Ranking scales are also methodologically problematic. 

The rank of one item is not independent of the other 

items, as the prior ranking determines the relative ranks 

of the remaining items. This leads to negative correlation 

bias, which is when one variable increases or decreases 

and the other variable moves in the opposite direction. 

Although questions using rating scales are susceptible 

to positive response bias, responses to each question 

are independent, and hence preferable. Also, in practice, 

questions using rating scales are easier for respondents  

to answer (Andres, 2012; Krosnick, 1991, 2010).

What about emoji, star, and thumb ratings?

As technology continues to evolve how we communicate, 

SMG researchers constantly evaluate new ways to innovate 

our survey design best practices without compromising the 

validity, accuracy, and comparability of the data. While the 

academic research on alternative scales is ongoing, SMG 

has tested numerous approaches to ensure clients remain 

at the forefront of measurement best practices.

Generally speaking, the traditional five-point scale wins  

out in head-to-head assessments for several reasons. 

When compared to alternatives like emoji, stars, and 

thumbs up/down ratings, it is the most straightforward, 

objective scale—allowing less room for 

interpretation across respondents. The 

more visual alternative scales may not 

only unintentionally influence ratings, 

but also mask the distinction in scores. 

Furthermore, properly wording questions 

for alternative scales can be challenging, 

and some alternative scales are limiting 

to the questions that can be asked 

(Barlas, 2017). Finally, our tests revealed 

no substantial impact on engagement or 

participation rates for alternative scales.

While SMG also tested adding gradated 

color schemes to the anchored point 

scale, with red representing low scores 

and green representing high scores, 

research has shown colors can impact 

the perceived severity of the different 

options (Brownell, 2018). For these 

reasons, the traditional five-point  

scale continues to be SMG’s 

recommended approach. 

FIGURE 1

Typical distribution for a five-point, ordinal rating scale
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FIGURE 2

It’s critical to anchor each scale point with a label

Why a five-point scale?

There is consensus that scales should contain no more 

than seven response categories, but five is probably 

sufficient (Andres, 2012; Dillman et al., 2014). In principle, 

the more points a rating scale offers, the more information 

a researcher can learn about the distinctions between 

responses. However, the magnitude of incremental  

gain decreases once a sufficient number of categories  

are used (Fink, 2013).

SMG recommends limiting to a five-point scale to make 

responding easier for consumers. A five-point scale is 

cognitively less demanding, which limits respondent 

fatigue. In addition, a significant number of web surveys 

are taken on mobile devices, making the five-point scale 

even more critical given smaller screens and shorter 

attention spans. 

The five-point scale also provides a neutral midpoint,  

which is preferable over the popular 1-to-10 scale with  

an even number of scale points. An even number of 

choices forces respondents to choose a side. In contrast, 

the five-point scale gives the respondent the option  

of “sitting on the fence,” providing more information to 

us rather than no information at all—which is what often 

happens when respondents don’t have a midpoint and 

choose not to answer a question (Andres, 2012;  

Krosnick, 2010).

It’s important to anchor

SMG’s best practice is to anchor all scale points. That is, 

we give each point on the scale a label (see Figure 2). 

Anchored scales are preferred by respondents and have 

higher reliability and predictive validity than numeric 

scales. Fully labeled scales are also cognitively easier for 

respondents (Andres, 2012; Smith & Albaum, 2005). For 

example, scales marked “1 to 5, with 5 being the highest” 

result in less accurate results than scales with labels  

such as “satisfied” or “dissatisfied.” 

If numbered scales are used, we recommend using labels 

in addition to numeric ratings (e.g., “highly satisfied” above 

5, “neither satisfied or dissatisfied” above 3, and “highly 

dissatisfied” above 1). In doing so, all of the points are 

standardized through use of words, which makes it more 

likely for all respondents to interpret the scale in the same 

way (Smith & Albaum, 2005; Tourangeau, et al., 2007). 

An additional advantage of using a fully anchored scale  

is that it provides clear information to the respondent as  

to what each scale point means. Research has shown 

scales that only have some points labeled result in lower 

data quality, as respondents tend to gravitate toward 

the scale points with labels (Smith & Albaum, 2005; 

Tourangeau, et al., 2007).

The importance of anchoring further supports SMG’s best 

practice of using a five-point scale—providing labels for 

more than five points can be problematic due to space  

and the ability to differentiate through words.

Satisfaction scales

Customer experience surveys aim to measure self-reported 

satisfaction at a single point in time. There are two reasons 

why SMG uses a satisfaction scale to accomplish this:

1. The scale directly asks about the level of  

satisfaction, which is what we want to measure. 

2. The scale conveys to an organization’s customers  

that their satisfaction is the main concern. 

Our recommended satisfaction scale makes  

use of these five points, in this order: Highly 

Satisfied, Satisfied, Neither Satisfied nor 

Dissatisfied, Dissatisfied, Highly Dissatisfied.  

We find this order to be preferable, as research 

suggests respondents follow logical interpretation 

of visual scales — meaning they instinctively believe 

“up means good” (on a vertical scale) or “left means 

good” (on a horizontal scale) when completing 

surveys (Tourangeau, et al., 2007). In addition, our 

own research has proven respondents make errors 

more often when the scale is ordered from negative 

to positive (“highly dissatisfied” to “highly satisfied”), 

than when the scale is ordered from positive to 

negative (“highly satisfied” to “highly dissatisfied”).

Agree/disagree scales are not ideal because they 

encourage acquiescence response bias, which is  

the respondent tendency to agree with any statement  
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or endorse any assertion regardless of its content  

(Krosnick, 2010). There are two primary arguments  

for why this bias occurs: 

1. Some people are predisposed to be polite and  

avoid social friction. Thus, they tend to be more 

agreeable, which means we’re measuring their 

agreeableness rather than their satisfaction. 

2. There’s a general bias in hypothesis testing  

toward confirmation rather than disconfirmation,  

which means respondents are inclined to agree  

with assertions presented in agree/disagree  

format (Krosnick, 1991, 2002, 2010). 

Thus, it is SMG’s best practice to use the satisfaction  

scale. However, we don’t reject the use of other scales.  

In fact, many customer experience surveys use highly 

likely/not at all likely and agree/disagree scales in addition 

to the satisfaction scale. However, when the objective is  

to measure satisfaction of a customer’s experience, our 

best practice is to use the satisfaction scale and limit the 

use of agree/disagree scales.  

Is it ever right to stray from these best practices?

While this paper covers best practices proven in research 

literature and from our own experience, there are certainly 

cases when it’s appropriate to veer from them. Most 

commonly, we recommend a variation on best practices 

when historical data and organizational alignment are 

particularly important for our clients. We understand not 

every program is starting from a completely blank slate, 

and it’s often necessary to take a modified approach.

Conclusion

Following best practices in survey design starts with 

choosing the appropriate scale and including those 

important elements described above that allow the  

scale to be successful. Doing so yields the most accurate 

customer feedback for analysis. SMG’s experience with 

clients and extensive research on survey design offer best 

practices on developing surveys that are more impactful 

because of the more accurate data that is collected. While 

the science is helpful and constructive, the art of survey 

design is knowing how to implement best practices in  

any given survey situation. 

Want to read more on this topic?  

Check out these white papers in SMG’s Resource Center: 

Best practices  
in survey design — Part II

Data collection:  
The smartphone way

Increasing response rates  
by managing survey length
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